THE DUNG BEETLE FAMILY
Scarabaeidae

Humble cleaners working for an healthy environment
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IN HISTORY

I

n ancient Egypt, the sun god Ra
was often personified as the deity
Khepri (also known as Khepera,
Kheper, Chepri or Khepra), who
was depicted as a scarab. Khepri
represented ‘coming into being’ or
‘transforming’, and was a symbol
of victory of life over death.
Some 6 000 years ago, it was
already well known that the
scarab beetle rolls dung into spherical balls and
rolls them away; it was also observed that new beetles
later emerged from the soil at the place where these
balls had been buried. Ancient Egyptians therefore
associated the scarab with rebirth, renewal, resurrection
and immortality.

Khepri was thought to push the sun across the sky
every day (as the scarab pushes the dung ball), as well
as carrying it safely through the underworld every night.
In the burial chamber of Tutankhamun, one wall was
covered with a representation of Khepri.
Many pendants in the shape of beetles exist from the
Paleolithic epoch 20 000 years ago. In many shamanic
cultures, the scarab beetle was regarded as the creator
god. In some contemporary South American tribes, a
big scarab named Aksak is believed to have modelled
man and woman from clay.
The most elaborate artefacts depicting scarab beetles
are known from ancient Egypt. Some were used as
ornaments, some as amulets and some as seals to
mark property and sign documents (with the flat base
engraved with inscriptions) – refer to photos above.
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THE NATURAL HISTORY
of the

DUNG BEETLE

F

lowering plants evolved during the time of
the dinosaurs and with them came
insects, from which dung beetles evolved. As their name
indicates, dung beetles are
associated with dung and
there is clear evidence that
the dung beetle population
exploded with the rise of the
mammal populations some 65
million years ago. Mammals eat plants and excrete faeces, which is then used by the next food
level (various insect species, including flies
and dung beetles, mites, helminths and
many more ‒ even some mammals. South
African game reserves and ranches have
the richest fauna in the world, and where
there are many species of game there are
many species of dung beetles. There are
about 700 species of dung beetle in South
Africa and 2 000 in Africa (about 45% of all the
dung beetle species in the world). Most of the species
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and beetles are found in the eastern, more tropical,
parts of the country and the species diversity
decreases as one moves west to the drier
areas. The different species vary in size
from a few millimeters to almost 5cm in
length.
Dung beetles are biologically interesting
and each species has its own story.
Some have deviated from dung as their
primary food source due to the intense
competition at the dung pad, a temporary
source of food. Some species such as the
fork-nosed dung beetle (Coptorhina klugi)
feed on wild mushrooms, portions of which
are buried, presumably as food for
the larvae) while others feed on dead
millipedes and other carrion, e.g. the
nocturnal three-horned dung beetle
(Cartharsius tricornutis).
One of the most primitive species of dung
beetle is associated with hyrax (dassie) dung
and has remained almost unchanged for millennia.

THERE ARE FOUR MAIN GROUPS OF
DUNG BEETLES IN SOUTH AFRICA:
1.

2.
3.

4.

Those associated with simple-stomach
herbivores such as elephant, rhino and
zebra, utilising their coarse dung.
Those associated with ruminants, which
produce fine faeces.
Those which utilise omnivore dung, such
as produced by pigs and primates, including man.
The fourth group utilises the faeces of
carnivores or scavengers.

SOME DUNG BEETLES ARE DIURNAL AND OTHERS
NOCTURNAL (THE LATTER OFTEN THE HORNED
SPECIES OR RHINO BEETLES).
There are also four different types of dung beetles
identifiable from their behaviour at the dung pad:
1.

The smaller type of dung beetle that lives inside
the dung pad (endocoprids).

2.

Those that make a dung ball, roll it away and bury
it away from the pad (telecoprids). The balls are
often rolled by both the male and female beetles,
but the female sometimes climbs onto the ball,
leaving the male to roll both her and the ball to
the burial site. Dung balls are rolled for different
reasons:
a. A pair of beetles may roll a ‘food ball’ away
to eat together.
b. A male may roll a ‘nuptial ball’ for the female
and place it into a hole so that they may mate
and consume the ball together.
c. A ‘brood ball’ is rolled as a ‘larder’ for the
dung beetle larvae. The male will roll the ball
on which the female sits and in which she
lays a single egg. The ball can be between
50 and 60 times heavier than the male. The
female then pats down the ball with dung,
putting the finishing touches to it. The ball is
buried and the outer shell hardens to keep
the inside moist. The larva hatches from the
egg after a few days and begins to feed on

2a. A pair of beetles rolling a ‘food ball’
to be buried.

2c(2). The beginning of the burial
process.

2c(1). A ‘brood ball’ is rolled by the
male on which the female sits to lay
her single egg.

4. A pair of cleptocoprid beetles
attempting to hijack a ‘brood ball’.

the stored dung. It then grows and moults three
or four times until it pupates in the underground
ball. After a period of between four weeks and
six months an adult dung beetle will emerge from
the pupa.
3.

Those that bury dung directly under the dung
pad, which make up about 80% of all species of
dung beetle (paracoprids).

4.

Those that rob the dung rollers of their balls of
dung (cleptocoprids). See photo 4 above.
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THE

Larva
Pupa

LIFE CYCLE

T

he life cycle of the dung beetle is that
of an holometabolous insect, namely:

Egg: A single egg is laid by the female
dung beetle in each brood ball, which will
hatch 7 to 10 days later.
•
Several larval instars: A larva hatches
from the egg and begins to feed on the
moist dung in the brood ball. The larva
goes through several moults, or instars,
before it pupates. The especially finished ball (clay is
plastered by the female onto the outside of the dung
ball) helps keep the dung moist and cool, ensuring
the emerging larva has food and is not killed by the
summer heat.
Pupa: During this stage, the larva metamorphoses
over a period of about a month into an adult, either
male or female. Those that pupate going into autumn
and winter may diapause in that stage until the next
spring, when rains soften the soil and the ball, allowing
the emergence of the adult.
•

•
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Adults (male and female): A female dung beetle can
lay up to 60 eggs per season, which means that the
male must grow, collect and roll up to 60 brood balls
alone.
There are a few rare and endangered species of flightless
dung beetles inhabiting the Addo Elephant Park in the
Eastern Cape and the Namib. Adult dung beetles can
live for up to two years but they are preyed on by a host
of predators, including baboons, honey badgers, civets,
hornbills, owls and rollers. Robber flies and wasps may
catch the smaller species. The larvae and pupae in their
brood balls are primarily dug out of the ground by honey
badgers, but civets and mongooses may also do this.
The beetles are astute navigators with an acute sense of
smell and can detect fresh dung within seconds, having it
fully colonised within minutes and totally removed within a
day. A fresh pile of rhino dung can potentially harbour up
to 16 000 dung beetles, so it is very important not to drive
over dung of any sort.
Interestingly, once the ball-rolling species have formed
a piece of dung into a ball, they roll it away in a straight
line. This ensures that they get as far away from
the dung pad and competition from other beetles
as quickly as possible. Prior to rolling the new ball
away, the beetle gets onto the ball and performs a
‘dance’. This ‘dance’ has been shown to help them
to determine the compass direction they will follow. The
compass mechanism has been shown to vary between
different species and includes orientation to the sun and/
or the moon, the Milky Way, or the earth’s magnetic field.
•

Scan the QR code or visit
https://www.ted.com/talks/marcus_byrne_the_dance_of_the_dung_beetle?language=en
to watch the video: The dance of the dung beetle.
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PHORETIC

MITES

A

symbiotic relationship exists between pinhead-sized whitish mites
that attach to the dung beetles,
usually between the head and the
thorax.

A symbiotic
relationship
exists
between the
small, whitish
mites and
the dung
beetles

Benefit for the mites: The mites
feed on dung, microbes and eggs
of helminths and flies but, being so
small and delicate, they are unable
to move from dung pad to dung pad. They ‘get a lift’ or ‘hitch a ride’ from the
flying beetles to the next dung pad.
Benefit to the beetle: The mites feed on the wet dung on the exoskeleton of
the beetles and so ‘clean’ them. If the dung dries at the beetles’ joints, it may
affect their ability to move.

A pair of phoretic mites tucked under
the head of the dung beetle.
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ECOLOGICAL IMPORTANCE

OF DUNG BEETLES

T
•

he importance of these beetles lies
in their dung-burying activities. If it
weren’t for them, much of our land
would be covered with waste and/
or unpalatable grass growing next
to the many dung pads.

Examples to illustrate this:
• 75% of all dung is buried by
dung beetles.
In 1930 it was estimated that dung beetles buried
40 000 to 50 000 tons of human faeces per day
in India.

By converting 20 million hectares of marginal
agricultural land in South Africa from
monocultures of crops, cattle, sheep or goats
to game ranches with many different species
of mammals — including rhino and zebra with
their coarse dung, the many species of antelope
with their softer dung, warthog and bushpig,
and various small carnivores — game ranchers
(members of WRSA) contribute greatly to
providing a restored habitat for hundreds of
dung beetle species (in their 10s of 1 000s)
that would otherwise have disappeared.
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In the Kruger National Park (KNP), 10 000 elephants
each produce 150kg dung a day, adding up to 1 500
tons a day – almost all this is used, buried and/or
processed into beneficial ‘compost’ by dung beetles.
In South Africa, our 13.5 million cattle each produce
12 dung pads a day, each weighing about 3kg (equal
to almost 500 000 tons of dung a day). Add to this
the dung of 25 million sheep and goats and 18 million
head of game and we are talking about astronomical
amounts of dung produced and deposited onto our
pastures daily in South Africa.
In countries with big cattle industries, huge amounts
of cattle dung are produced, e.g. in the USA 1 million
cattle produce 1300 million tons of dung a year.

WITH THEIR DUNG-BURYING ACTIVITY, THE DUNG
BEETLES PROVIDE A NUMBER OF SERVICES TO THE
ECOSYSTEM:
•

Fertilisation of the soil: by burying the dung they
recycle nutrients like nitrogen, phosphorus and
calcium back to the soil.

A: Dung plus 20 pairs of dung beetles
B: Dung only
C: Dung removed
D: Control (no dung and no beetles)

Pachylomerus femoralis (with impressive ‘biceps’).

Grass does not grow under a dung pat and the grass in the
immediate vicinity of the pad is unpalatable.
Dung beetles are well adapted to fulfill their task
effectively and efficiently: seconds or minutes after a
pad has been deposited, beetles will arrive and work
it. In the Kruger National Park, more than 7 000 beetles
are sometimes found in a single mass of fresh elephant
dung, resulting in a feeding frenzy! Within hours, dung
pads disintegrate and nothing remains except for a few
dry plant fibres on the surface, and fresh soil excavated
by the tunnellers. Large species cause fast shredding and
breakdown of pads – nature at work!

A

B

C

D

Japanese millet – Waterhouse (1974) Scientific American 200: 101-109

••
•

•
•
••

•

Burying the dung also improves the organic content
and structure of the soil.
Reduction of pasture fouling: the occurrence of
pasture fouling (under persisting dung pads) is
dramatically reduced, which improves the amount
of grazing available at any one time by accelerated
degradation of dung.
Aeration of the soil: the tunnels that they produce
increase the aeration of the soil.
An increase in water infiltration and penetration of
the soil by rainwater.
The distribution and burying of the dung prevents the
run-off of fouled water and dung from polluting our
waterways, rivers and dams with nitrogen-rich dung.
Control of pest insects (flies) and control of
helminth parasites: by working and burying the
dung, the beetles destroy fly and worm eggs and
larvae, disrupting their life cycles, while the phoretic
mites also predate on fly and worm eggs and larvae.
This reduces the population sizes of these pests.
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HOW TO HELP
PRESERVE

DUNG BEETLES

ON YOUR PROPERTY
Consult
your vet and
determine
the best
strategic
parasite
control
programme

1.

Improve the number and diversity of dung beetle
species by increasing the diversity of game and
other (reptile and carnivore) species on the ranch.

2.

Do not drive off-road unnecessarily.

3.

Do not drive over dung pads.

4.

Do not plough unnecessarily.

5.

Never unnecessarily use chemicals (especially
acaricides, dips, insecticides and anthelmintics)
in the environment or on animals.

6.

Consult your vet and determine the best strategic parasite control programme that hits the
parasites at their weakest or most susceptible
time and minimises any collateral damage, e.g.
of dung beetles. Choose products that are least
detrimental to dung beetles and which carry
dung-beetle-friendly trademarks, e.g. Triatix,
Ecomintic 50.

7.

Generally choose pour-on over spray over
injectable over sustained-release bolus.

8.

Time the treatment so that it does not fall within
the main activity period of the beetles, e.g. treat
animals during the winter. Many parasites of game
are best treated strategically at this time anyway.

9.

Avoid homebrew parasite treatments of your
game animals; they are in any case illegal and
you can appear in court if caught making, using
or selling these.

10. Avoid over-dosage and over-frequent use – stick
to manufacturers’ instructions.
Acknowledgement and thanks to:
Professor Clarke Scholtz and Dr Ute Kruger, both of University of Pretoria
at the time, and Megan Emmet and Sean Pattrick: Game Ranger in Your
Backpack (Briza Publications)
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Experience the real bush
Committed to conservation

Cell: +27 (0) 83 611 3986
Email: management@dabchick.co.za

